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ABSTRACT

Web Warehouses (WW) are data warehouses that consolidate data from the Web. The process of building them presents several challenges, most of them related to the autonomy and dynamicity of Web sources. In this context, managing quality aspects becomes a fundamental issue since information about quality is needed to properly select Web sources to populate the WW. Additionally, measuring and propagating quality values to the WW might provide final users with valuable information to improve decision-making processes. In this chapter, we present a reference architecture for quality aware Web Warehouses, which specifies the main components to evaluate and manage quality aspects through all the life cycle of a WW and considers quality regarding data and services.
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INTRODUCTION

Supported by new technology trends, like Web 2.0, Cloud Computing and Web Services, information available on the Web is increasing every day. Consequently, Web Warehouses (WW), Data Warehouses (DW) which consolidate data from the Web (Cheng et al., 2000; Marotta et al., 2002; Soper, 2005), have become a valuable tool for decision making in many areas.

However, given the dynamic and autonomous nature of Web Data Sources (WDSs) (Bhowmick et al., 2004), the process of building a WW presents major challenges. First, web data can be delivered through many heterogeneous formats and protocols, including among others HTML pages, XML documents, RSS or ATOM feeds, SOAP Web Services and Restful Web Services. Second, WDSs are usually managed by third-parties, leading to uncertainty in terms of availability, cost and unexpected changes in the format or protocols they use to deliver data.

In this context, managing quality aspects becomes a fundamental issue. On the one hand, quality information is needed to properly select the WDSs to populate the WW. Additionally, measuring and propagating quality values to the WW might provide end users with valuable information to improve decision-making processes.

This chapter presents a Reference Architecture for Quality Aware Web Warehouses, which specifies the main components to evaluate and manage quality aspects throughout the lifecycle of a WW. In this reference architecture, quality is considered regarding data and services. Data Quality (DQ) deals, on one hand, with all the quality aspects related with web data, like completeness, freshness and accuracy, and on the other hand, with quality aspects that are of particular interest in the context of Data Warehouses, like hierarchy completeness and measure precision. Quality of Service (QoS) deals with the aspects concerning the services that provide or manipulate the data, like availability, response time and reputation. Based on this quality information, it is possible to perform a quality aware discovery of WDSs, and to provide a quality driven runtime adaptation mechanism, during the extraction stage, to deal with the highly dynamic nature of the Web. As well, the platform addresses the measurement, propagation, aggregation and management of quality metadata, through all the stages needed to populate a WW. This provides the end user valuable quality information, which can be leveraged to take more accurate and confident decisions.

In order to manage quality information we take the approach followed in (Etcheverry et al., 2008), where quality is characterized via multiple dimensions, each of which captures a high-level aspect of quality. Each quality dimension consists of a set of quality factors, where each factor represents a particular aspect of a quality dimension. Finally, quality metrics are instruments to measure a particular quality factor. Several metrics might exist for the same quality factor.

Our proposal mainly focuses on three aspects: (i) a reference architecture for managing quality in a WW, (ii) management of data and service quality in web data sources, and (iii) management of data quality in the DW component of the WW. These three aspects are closely related. While the last two items deal with the management of data and service quality, the reference architecture provides the global environment to connect the components that perform the different involved tasks, including quality management.

This chapter is organized as follows. Next section presents existing works covering some of the topics we address within this chapter and how our solution is positioned with respect to them. Then, we present and describe a reference architecture for quality aware WW, focusing on how quality is managed throughout the architecture. After that, we present in detail a proposal for managing web-data quality and a proposal for managing DW quality, describing the development of a case study in which we exemplify the main stages in a WW implementation following our approach. Finally, we identify future research directions and we present the conclusions of the chapter.